fluctuations will relate to the least productive slice of advertising expenditure on the reasonable assumption that advertising is subject to diminishing returns. Accordingly, an outright ban is likely to have far more effect than marginal changes. The report also considered survey evidence that nearly half of all smokers agree that “smoking cannot be really dangerous or the government would ban cigarette advertising.”

The conclusion from the evidence amassed in the Department of Health’s report is clearly that tobacco advertising affects the level of tobacco consumption. The government’s white paper The Health of the Nation has set a target to reduce consumption of cigarettes by 40% and the prevalence of smoking to 20% by 2000. To this end the government has committed itself to maintaining the real value of cigarette excise duty. This is by no means sufficient to achieve these targets, which are necessarily ambitious, to cut morbidity and mortality from cancer, heart disease, and stroke.

Even with a considerable annual increase in real price and health education meeting these targets without an advertising ban is unlikely. The government has already banned tobacco advertising on television and accepts the need to control advertising. If control is good a ban must be better, and anything less would seem second best for health.
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Viral diarrhoeas in childhood

Electron microscopy has improved our understanding

Despite recent advances in oral rehydration therapy and improved diagnostic techniques an estimated five million preschool children die annually worldwide from the complications of acute, predominantly viral, diarrhoea. Mortality has plummeted in developed countries, though the number of admissions has not. This may be due to doctors frequently overestimating the severity of illness and dehydration and wrongly treating patients before admission. This happens in up to one third of children who see their general practitioners; many children receive unnecessary and potentially dangerous drugs. Fewer than one third receive an oral rehydration solution, and published guidelines on dietary management are often ignored.

The first enteric virus, Norwalk agent, was identified in diarrhoea stools by electron microscopy in 1972. The identification of rotavirus, enteric adenovirus, astrovirus, and calicivirus followed, and their pathogenicity was subsequently established. Rotaviruses are now recognised as the commonest cause of endemic acute diarrhoea in childhood, accounting annually for an estimated 140 million cases, one million deaths in young children, and most hospital admissions for diarrhoea in children under 2. Attack rates are similar in developed and developing countries; many infections are mild or asymptomatic.

Most infections in infants are due to group A rotaviruses, and at least seven serotypes of human rotavirus have been identified within this group. Groups B and C may also cause diarrhoea in humans. Vomiting may be severe, and fever is common. Watery diarrhoea persists for up to seven days and may be complicated by dehydration, acidosis, and transient carbohydrate intolerance.

With improved infant formulas and feeding practices hypernatraemia now occurs rarely in developed countries. Neonatal infection with the virus occurs but is often mild or asymptomatic, with maternal antibodies conferring protection. Recent evidence suggests that extraintestinal infection occurs in immunodeficient children. Rapid diagnosis can be made by electron microscopic detection of 70 nm wheel like particles in the stool. Commercial enzyme linked immunoassays for detecting group A rotavirus antigen in the stool are available. The use of the polymerase chain reaction as a control tool to detect rotavirus in stools may provide invaluable epidemiological information.

Enteric adenoviruses serotypes 40 and 41 account for up to a sixth of cases of viral diarrhoea in children in Britain and the United States, ranking second to rotavirus. One in two children have neutralising antibodies by the age of 4. Diarrhoea is often protracted, but vomiting and fever are less prominent than with rotavirus. The 80 nm virus particles in the stool can be identified by electron microscopy, and typing is possible by various techniques.

Diarrhoea due to astrovirus is more common in young children than adults, in whom infection is rarely symptomatic. Symptoms are similar to those of infections with rotaviruses, but dehydration is uncommon. Serological evidence of past infection is present in nearly two thirds of British children by the age of 4 and in nearly 90% by the age of 10.

Electron microscopy of the stool shows a star shaped particle of 27-30 nm diameter. The recent development of an enzyme linked immunoassay using monoclonal antibodies has enabled the rapid detection of antigen common to all five serotypes in the stool and the clarification of the virus’s role. In Thai children astrovirus accounted for 8-6% of cases of acute diarrhoea, being more common than enteric adenovirus. In contrast, detection rates were low in children presenting to hospital in the United States with diarrhoea and similar to rates in controls, and further controlled studies are needed to evaluate the virus’s pathogenic role in developed countries.

Although more often implicated in adults, Norwalk virus also causes acute epidemic gastroenteritis in children. Vomiting is frequent, but diarrhoea and dehydration are mild. Serum antibody is not detected in children under 3 but is found in one fifth of children by 5 years of age and in more than three fifths of adolescents. Diagnosis of this small, round structured virus (27-35 nm diameter) can be made by electron microscopy or immunoassay.
Norwalk-like viruses but cause an illness have been associated with and the given knowledge of their nucleic acid composition. At least five antigenically distinct strains of calicivirus cause an illness in humans similar to that caused by Norwalk virus. Some strains preferentially affect infants, and most 12 year olds have serological evidence of past infection.\(^{17}\) Coronaviruses, toroviruses (for example, Breda virus), parvoviruses, and the recently described picobirnaviruses have been associated with diarrhoea in humans, but their importance has not been established.\(^{10}\) Enteroviruses are commonly excreted in faeces but are not enteropathogenic. Cytomegalovirus, herpes simplex virus, and HIV may specifically infect the gastrointestinal tract and cause diarrhoea in the immunocompromised host.

**Treatment**

Oral rehydration therapy is the treatment of choice for viral diarrhoea with mild to moderate dehydration (that is, loss of up to 9% of body weight). Initial intravenous resuscitation will be needed in those with shock or severe dehydration. Suitable oral rehydration solutions for use in developed countries contain about 60 mmoles of sodium and 100 mmoles of glucose per litre and have low osmolalities to promote maximal absorption of water.\(^{18}\)\(^{19}\)

Several commercial solutions fit these specifications. They should be offered frequently to ensure sufficient volume for rehydration and replacement of ongoing losses and can be given nasogastrically. As rehydration solutions prevent as well as correct dehydration their early use should be encouraged.

Where malnutrition is common food based oral rehydration solutions\(^ {20}\) are increasingly being used but they are not indicated on clinical or economic grounds in developed countries. Home remedies, including cordials and soft drinks which have low pH and high osmolality, may exacerbate diarrhoea and predispose to hypernatraemia; infant deaths have been associated with their use in dehydration.

Breast feeding should be continued during oral rehydration therapy and has been shown to decrease stool output. In older children, rapidly reintroducing starch based solids after rehydration is recommended. The widespread practice of slow reintroduction of milk feeds after oral rehydration therapy does not alter the incidence of intolerance to lactose or cows' milk protein.

Drugs, including antibiotics, antidiarhoeals, and antiemetics, have no role in the management of viral diarrhoea. Atropine-like drugs may cause respiratory depression and even death, and dystonic reactions to antiemetics are not uncommon in the dehydrated child.

Developing an oral vaccine against rotavirus is one of the World Health Organisation’s priorities, but so far the results of clinical trials with several different vaccines have been conflicting and protection has been variable. The use of recombinant DNA techniques to express VP4 and VP7, the two main antigenic surface proteins on the outer capsid of rotavirus, and the development of oral vectors, which target the gastrointestinal tract, are further advances towards an effective vaccine that will undoubtedly be our most important weapon against viral diarrhoea in future.\(^ {9}\)\(^ {10}\)\(^ {21}\) In the meantime, educating parents and health professionals in the optimal management of viral diarrhoea will further reduce morbidity and minimise the need for admission to hospital and administration of intravenous fluids.
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